
Toothpick-ase Lab - Academic 
 Enzymes are proteins that act as the workhorses of your metabolism.  Most metabolic 
reactions are spontaneous and would occur on their own, but at such a slow rate that it would be 
impossible to sustain life.  The molecule to be reacted upon, called the substrate, fits in the 
enzymes active site in such a way that the bonds of the substrate are stressed.  This allows for the 
bonds to be more easily broken and the reaction to occur more quickly.  The broken products are 
then released and the enzyme’s active site is available to repeat the process.  This can occur 
again and again until the substrate molecules have all been reacted upon as the enzyme is 
unchanged by the reaction it catalyzes.  As all enzymes are proteins, not all proteins are 
enzymes; some have structural roles such as building muscle, hair and nails. 
 
Purpose: 
How does the concentration of whole toothpicks affect the reaction rate? 
 
Hypothesis: 
 
IV: 
DV: 
K: 
 
Procedure: 
1. Place 100 toothpicks into a shallow bowl. 
 
2. One student, with their eyes closed, will break toothpicks one at a time as fast a possible 

counting out loud as they are broken.  Return the broken toothpicks back to the bowl and do 
not re-break any that have already been broken.  Do not stop breaking and counting until you 
have broken ALL 100 toothpicks.  

 
3. Lab partners will record the TOTAL number broken at 10 second intervals without 

interrupting the toothpick-breaking student.  The breaker keeps counting out loud without 
stopping as the lab partners record the totaland the recorder records the total count at 
10seconds, 20seconds, 30seconds etc. until the counter reaches 100.  

 
4. Lab partners will make sure the count is accurate, that any toothpicks that fall out of the bowl 

are returned, that no broken toothpicks are re-counted and that the toothpick breaking student 
keeps their eyes closed. 
 

5. Throw all broken toothpicks in the garbage. 
 
6. Graph and analyze the total number of toothpicks broken over time in seconds.  
 
 


